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Public authority roles

1. build infrastructure

2. regulate markets

3. nudge behaviour
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a SaM

MaaS is a distribution model for mobility

≠

MaaS is *not* an App
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MaaS is an ecosystem
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people, going places



mobility operators,

moving people
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MaaS providers, 

bundling trips
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Data sharing
(among market actors,

enables market to function)

Data reporting
(to public authority,

to monitor market function)

Two pillars of MaaS data architecture: Sharing and Reporting

Data sharing and data reporting are different, necessary and complimentary



Credentialed, secure

token-based access

Data sharing API

Data necessary to plan joined-trip (informational)

Data necessary to carry out joint trip (operational)

Deep-link to operator’s own booking/payment

This data resource is created by adding minimum data-sharing requirements 

relating to informational and operational data to licences for mobility operators

MaaS infrastructure is comprised of (1) a common data resource 
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Build mandatory consumer data portability, subject to user consent, into the 

conditions of all Mobility operator and MaaS provider licences

MaaS infrastructure is comprised of (2) mandatory data portability 



MaaS is requires (some) regulation to ensure social welfare 



Regulation should distinguish between mobility operation and 

MaaS provision … especially when these are provided by the 

same actor



Authorities should adopt a flexible and light-handed regulatory 

approach towards MaaS providers

– especially with regards to data sharing



Rules for mobility operators and MaaS providers are necessary –

especially with regards to data sharing



Data sharing
(among market actors,

enables market to function)

Data reporting
(to public authority,

to monitor market function)

Make data reporting requirements to public authorities specific, minimised

and directly related to regulatory tasks.

MaaS requires effective data reporting to government 
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nudging travel behaviour



1. Individual

People have individual characteristics and face physical, cognitive and affective (i.e. 

emotional) efforts in preparing for and undertaking a journey.



1. Individual 2. Modal characteristics

Travel modes display different characteristics and costs which factor into individuals’ 

travel decisions 



1. Individual 2. Modal characteristics 3. Decision-making

Human decision-making is complex and rarely straightforward, a lot of human behavior 

involves avoiding choosing…



1. Individual 2. Modal characteristics 3. Decision-making 4. Context

Individual travel choices are bound by what is, what isn’t and what is difficultly possible. 

These are set by the broader context, sometimes directly, often indirectly.



what we build for, we get….



MaaSustainibility paradox: MaaS, alone will not make travel sustainable, but 

the more we build our cities for sustainable travel, the less we need MaaS…



The Innovative Mobility Landscape: The Case of Mobility 

as a Service

Get the report here:

https://www.itf-oecd.org/innovative-mobility-

landscape-maas

Developing Innovative Mobility Solutions in the 

Brussels-Capital Region

Get the executive summary here:

https://www.itf-oecd.org/innovative-mobility-brussels-

summary

Integrating Public Transport into Mobility as a Service

Get the report here:

https://www.itf-oecd.org/public-transport-mobility-

service


